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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

RECTANGULAR PERFORATED PIZZA PEEL in ALUMINUM SHA, NAPLES Line, light, smooth and resistant, complete range :
.

This peel has been designed to meet the needs of pizza makers who make pizza according to the Neapolitan style , therefore in
traditional Neapolitan wood-burning ovens that reach 500 degrees and churn out a large number of pizzas.
The head is in SHA aluminum . (Special Hard Anodizing). The special SHA treatment that our perforated rectangular pizza shovel has
undergone is a hard oxide anodization which guarantees:

Heat resistance 3 times greater than anodized aluminum
Greater lightness
Durability, with great resistance to corrosion, scratches and wear
Smoothness with very low coefficient of friction

The disk of dough is usually made to rise on the rectangular peel, accompanying it with both hands and then enlarged and stretched with
mastery towards the ends of the peel. The drilling of the shovel head is functional to these movements: the design, the circular shape and
the number of holes allow the ideal discharge of the flour, thinking of the working gestures of the Neapolitan tradition.
SPC Handle - Special Powder Coated . The color of the Gulf of Naples.
The 3 iconic Gi.Metal rivets are colored with the colors of the Italian flag, to symbolize the Made in Italy guarantee. They ensure stability and
resistance.

CE MARK
MADE IN ITALY

AVAILABLE MODELS



€ 105,20 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

€ 124,66 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

€ 130,13 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

GI-ANE-32RF/60

Rectangular perforated pizza shovel in SHA
aluminum, dim.cm.33x33, handle length cm 60 -
mod.ANE-32RF/60
Rectangular perforated aluminum pizza shovel SHA,
Naples Line, light, smooth and resistant, dim.mm
330x330, handle length 600 mm.

GI-ANE-37RF/60

Rectangular perforated pizza shovel in SHA
aluminum, dim.cm.36x36, handle length cm 60 -
mod.ANE-37RF/60
Rectangular perforated aluminum pizza shovel SHA,
Naples Line, light, smooth and resistant, dim.mm
360x360, handle length 600 mm.

GI-ANE-41RF/60

Rectangular perforated pizza shovel in aluminum
SHA, dim.cm.41x41, handle length cm 60 -
mod.ANE-41RF/60
Rectangular perforated aluminum pizza shovel SHA,
Naples Line, light, smooth and resistant, dim.mm
410x410, handle length 600 mm.
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